Abstract-Monte Carlo Ray Tracing: MCRT based sensitivity analysis of the geophysical parameters (the atmosphere and the ocean) on Top of the Atmosphere: TOA radiance in visible to near infrared wavelength regions is conducted. As the results, it is confirmed that the influence due to the atmosphere is greater than that of the ocean. Scattering and absorption due to aerosol particles and molecules in the atmosphere is major contribution followed by water vapor and ozone while scattering due to suspended solid is dominant contribution for the ocean parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is not easy to solve Radiative Transfer Equation: RTE when the RTE includes radiative transfer in the ocean. There are some widely used RTE software codes, 6S, MODTRAN, and the others. These RTE models do not take into account the radiative transfer in the ocean; there are some RTE models for the RTE models for the ocean, though. RTE model proposed here is based on Monte Carlo Ray Tracing: MCRT model [1] . Therefore, it is assumed any materials, particles, molecules, and the others in the ocean.
Considerable geophysical parameters of the atmosphere and the ocean are assumed for investigation of sensitivity of the geophysical parameters on the Top of the Atmosphere: TOA radiance. The following section describes the proposed method for sensitivity analysis including MCRT simulation model. Preliminary simulation results are described together with the simulation results for sensitivity analysis followed by conclusion with some discussions.
II. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Monte Carlo Ray Tracing Simulation Model
Illustrative view of the proposed MCRT simulation model is shown in Figure 1 . Photon from the sun is input from the top of the atmosphere (the top of the simulation cell). Travel length of the photon is calculated with optical depth of the atmospheric molecule and that of aerosol.
There are two components in the atmosphere; molecule and aerosol particles while three are also two components, water and particles; suspended solid and phytoplankton in the ocean. When the photon meets molecule or aerosol (the meeting probability with molecule and aerosol depends on their optical depth), then the photon scattered in accordance with scattering properties of molecule and aerosol [2] . For simplifying the calculations of the atmospheric influences, it is assumed that the atmosphere containing only molecules and aerosols. Thus the travel length of the photon at once, L is expressed with equation (1).
where Z max, τ, RND(i) are maximum length, altitude of the atmosphere, optical depth, and i-th random number, respectively. In this equation, τ is optical depth of molecule or aerosol. The photon meets molecule when the random number is greater than τ.
Meanwhile, if the random number is less than τ, then the photon meats aerosol. The photon is scattered at the molecule or aerosol to the direction which is determined with the phase function and with the rest of the travel length of the photon. www.ijacsa.thesai.org Reflection, transpiration, and refraction of the photon at the sea surface are followed by Fresnell law [3] and Snell law [3] as shown in Figure 2 .
In three dimensional simulation cells, photon direction has to be changed when the photon meets aerosol particle, molecule, ocean surface, suspended solid, phytoplankton, and so on in accordance with the rotation matrix shown in equation (3) and in Figure 3 . In accordance with the number which put at the top left corner, the direction is changed. 9 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org Where phi denote azimuth and psi denote elevation angles. In Figure 3 , particle is situated in the center (origin of the three dimensional coordinate system). The phone comes from the bottom and meets with the particle in concern. The scattering angle is expressed as a function of sp.theta and sp.phi is the incident vector is (0,0,1) while the true incident angle is a function of iT.theta and iT.phi in this figure. Then rotation matrix is reduced as shown in equation (3) . This process flow is same for reflection, refraction, and scattering.
The scattering property is called as phase function. In the visible to near infrared wavelength region, the scattering by molecule is followed by Rayleigh scattering law [3] while that by aerosol is followed by Mie scattering law [3] . Example of phase function of Mie scattering is shown in Figure 4 (a) while that of Rayleigh scattering is shown in Figure 4 (b). In the figure, scattering angle is defined as the angle between incidence and reflected angle from the particle. These phase functions can be calculated with Mie Code in the MODerate resolution atmospheric TRANsmission; MODTRAN 1 .
B. Top of the Atmosphere: TOA Radiance Calculation
If the photon reaches on the wall of the simulation cell, the photon disappears at the wall and it appears from the corresponding position on the opposite side wall. 
where N + is the number of photons which are gathered by VNIR, N total denotes the number of photons input to the simulation cell. Also I denotes extraterrestrial irradiance at the top of the atmosphere. In the preliminary simulation study, TOA radiance and water leaving radiance is calculated when the number of photons is changed from 1 to 50 million. The size of simulation cell is defined as 50km by 50km by 50km for the atmosphere while that is set as 50km by 50km by 500m (in depth) for the ocean. Wavelength is set at 500nm while the solar azimuth and zenith angles are set at 90 and 30 degrees. All the parameters required for the simulation are set as follows, As the results, it is found that water leaving radiance is almost twice much greater than that of TOA radiance. Also TOA radiance includes pass-radiance (the photons are scattered in the atmosphere and then come out from the top of the atmosphere without reaching the ocean surface). Therefore, less than 1/10 of small number of photons are come out from the top of the atmosphere from the ocean surface in comparison to the photons which are come out from the atmosphere from the atmosphere. Both TOA and water leaving radiance are saturated at the number of photons is around 30 million. Therefore, the number of photons is set at 30 million for the detailed simulation study on sensitivity analysis.
B. Sensitivity Analysis
Radiance_S and Radiance_T denote water leaving radiance and TOA radiance excluding the contribution due to scattering component in the atmosphere. Meanwhile TOA radiance includes all the contributions from the atmosphere and the ocean. All the parameters are set as default except optical depth of suspended solid. Then the simulation result of TOA radiance, water leaving radiance and TOA radiance excluding scattering component in the atmosphere as a function of optical depth of suspended solid is obtained and is shown in Figure 6 (b) . Meanwhile, those radiances as functions of oceanic molecule optical depth, atmospheric molecule optical depth, aerosol optical depth, single scattering albedo of suspended solid, and single scattering albedo of molecule in the ocean are shown in Figure 6 (c), (d), (e), (f), and (g), respectively. From these figures, it is found that TOA radiance is not so sensitive to the suspended solid optical depth, oceanic molecule optical depth, atmospheric molecule optical depth, aerosol optical depth, single scattering albedo of suspended solid and is sensitive to single scattering albedo of molecule in the ocean comparatively. www.ijacsa.thesai.org . TOA radiance, water leaving radiance and TOA radiance excluding the contribution due to scattering in the atmosphere TOA radiance changes are summarized in Table 1 . TOA radiance changes for suspended solid optical depth is greatest followed by sea water optical depth, single scattering albedo of suspended solid, atmospheric molecule optical depth, aerosol optical depth, and single scattering albedo of sea water. Figure 7 shows the estimated ocean surface reflectance as a function of observation zenith angle. There is sun glint at around 80 degree of observation zenith angle because the solar zenith angle is 90 degree.
IV. CONCLUSION
Monte Carlo Ray Tracing: MCRT based sensitivity analysis of the geophysical parameters (the atmosphere and the ocean) on Top of the Atmosphere: TOA radiance in visible to near infrared wavelength regions is conducted. As the results, it is confirmed that the influence due to the atmosphere is greater than that of the ocean. Scattering and absorption due to aerosol particles and molecules in the atmosphere is major contribution followed by water vapor and ozone while scattering due to suspended solid is dominant contribution for the ocean parameters.
It is also found that the sensitivity on TOA radiance for suspended solid optical depth is greatest followed by sea water optical depth, single scattering albedo of suspended solid, atmospheric molecule optical depth, aerosol optical depth, and single scattering albedo of sea water. 
